During the 2016 presidential campaign, Donald Trump promised to “cancel” the Paris Agreement. On 1 June 2017, he announced his intention to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement. More generally, the new Trump administration has been vocal about changing US climate and environmental policies. This paper reviews these proposed changes, potential obstacles, and possible future paths.

- These include US membership in the Paris Agreement, the US NDC submitted to the Paris Agreement, and US domestic policies such as the EPA “Clean Power Plan” and other agency rules.

- So far, the Trump administration has taken some steps, but it has not made final policy changes. Its attempts at policy changes will take time, perhaps several years to withdraw from Paris and to conduct new agency rulemakings. They may be challenged by others, such as in other countries, in Congress, in the States, and in court. Litigation could seek to require agencies to justify their policy changes, to carry out statutory responsibilities, to use a social cost of carbon, and to protect the public trust. The effects of potential policy changes on the economy, emissions, and international relations remain to be seen.

- Beyond policy changes that may be made by the Trump administration, EPA and other agencies, another path may be through new legislative action in Congress. One avenue to seek bipartisan support for legislation in Congress might be a deal to remove EPA regulatory authority over greenhouse gases while also simultaneously adopting a new carbon tax.

- Climate policy is not determined by a single decision maker, but evolves in a complex web of institutions, with moves and countermoves by multiple actors.
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In late 2015, the Paris Agreement succeeded in bridging longstanding divisions between groups of countries, and called for action by all countries to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. As of 31 May 2017, at least 147 countries had joined the Paris Agreement, which entered into force on 4 November 2016. One of the key provisions of the Paris Agreement, Article 4, calls for each party to prepare and communicate its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) to limit its future emissions. So far, 141 parties have submitted their NDCs, including the United States NDC submitted in 2016.

The Paris Agreement reflected in significant part the bilateral efforts by the United States and China to move beyond the old divisions in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol and, along with Europe and others, to build a new multilateral platform for mutually desirable cooperation. The Paris Agreement engaged participation by virtually all countries on climate change, while leaving discretion to each party to design its own NDC and domestic policies, and providing for transparency in reporting policies and emissions.
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After the US presidential election on 8 November 2016, the inauguration of the Trump administration on 20 January 2017, and the appointment of Scott Pruitt as EPA Administrator, the new administration has been vocal about changing numerous environmental policies. Observers have been watching to see how far the new Trump administration will actually go in revising or rescinding US climate policy commitments. Key questions surround US membership in the Paris Agreement and other climate-related international regimes; the US NDC submitted to the Paris Agreement, and US domestic policies such as the EPA “Clean Power Plan” and other agency rules; and further moves by US states and cities, the Congress, the courts, and other countries.

This article assesses the recent developments in US climate policy. How much may US policy change, through which institutional mechanisms, with what obstacles and implications? So far, the Trump administration has taken some steps, but it has not made final policy changes. Some of its moves may be parried by countermoves by other actors, both internationally and domestically. The policy process is complex, with multiple potential points of conflict. Although the US President has substantial authority over foreign policy and regulatory policy, the US legal system has numerous institutional checks: unlike a centralized parliamentary system, the US has structures of separation of powers (with key roles for the Congress and the courts) and federalism (key roles for the states). And the effects of any eventual policy changes on the US economy, US emissions, and international relations remain to be seen.

1. US membership in the Paris Agreement

During the 2016 presidential campaign, Trump promised to “cancel” the Paris Agreement. After the G-7 meeting on 26-27 May 2017, Trump announced on 1 June 2017 his intention to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement, arguing that the accord imposes unfair constraints on the US economy and domestic policy.

Apparently there was debate within the Trump administration over whether the Paris Agreement could constrain US domestic policy. One view was that, under Article 4 paragraph 11 of the Paris Agreement, a country party may adjust its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) upward (more ambitious) or downward (less ambitious), so that the Trump administration could remain a member.

---

of the Agreement while relaxing the US NDC and revising US climate policies.\textsuperscript{13} Another view was that, under Article 4.11, a country party may only “ratchet up” its level of ambition, so that relaxing the US NDC would be a violation of the Agreement (and perhaps a US court might even rule that the US is obligated to comply with such commitments\textsuperscript{14}), and therefore the Trump administration would need to exit from the Agreement if it wanted to relax US climate policies. Of course, the decision to exit may have been less legally driven and more about pleasing domestic political interest groups, about geopolitical strategy, or about repudiating the achievements of the preceding Obama administration regardless of their advantages for the US (as well as the planet).

But Trump’s announcement of his intention to withdraw does not actually relieve the US of its Paris Agreement commitments for almost four years yet to come. Under international law, treaties and agreements may contain articles defining their own procedures for withdrawal.\textsuperscript{15} Article 28 of the Paris Agreement provides that a decision to exit must wait 3 years after the date of the Agreement’s entry into force (4 November 2016), and would then become effective 1 more year later, i.e. not before 4 November 2020 – just before the next US presidential election. Thus, Trump’s announced intention to withdraw on 1 June 2017 would not be effective until 4 November 2020 at the earliest. This also implies that a US announcement of intent to withdraw from the Paris Agreement in 2017 would not prevent a US court from ruling, if a court were ever inclined to do so, that the US is still obligated to comply with its Paris Agreement commitments, until that withdrawal becomes effective on 4 November 2020 at the earliest. Hence one could speculate that the Trump announcement on 1 June 2017 was largely ineffectual, or merely a symbolic gesture to Trump’s political constituency. Or Trump’s withdrawal announcement might just be a trial balloon that could be reversed during the 3-year waiting period\textsuperscript{16} – especially if other countries make threats of sanctions or offers of inducements that lead Trump to drop his withdrawal (no doubt claiming that he actually “won” a better deal). Even if Trump does complete the withdrawal, a subsequent President could rejoin the Paris Agreement.

If the Trump administration were bent on exiting sooner, it could seek to exit from the entire United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UN FCCC), on which the Paris Agreement builds. The US joined (and the Senate ratified) the UN FCCC in 1992, under President George H.W. Bush. Under Article 25 of the UN FCCC, the initial waiting period after entry into force has ended, and it now requires only 1 year to withdraw. But withdrawing from the entire UN FCCC would be even more controversial than withdrawing from the Paris Agreement.

The US Constitution is silent on how the US government can withdraw from international treaties and agreements, and on who in the US government can make that decision. The historical norm has

\textsuperscript{13} For the view that a country has flexibility to adjust its NDC in both directions, and that US courts would not constrain US domestic policy under the Paris Agreement, see Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, “Legal Issues Related to the Paris Agreement,” at https://www.c2es.org/docUploads/legal-issues-related-paris-agreement-05-17.pdf (visited 1 June 2017) (prepared with contributions from Susan Biniaz, former US State Department Deputy Legal Adviser, and Daniel Bodansky, Foundation Professor Law, Arizona State University). See also David Bookbinder, “Examining the Legal Implications of the Paris Agreement,” Niskanen Center (25 May 2017), at https://niskanencenter.org/blog/examining-legal-implications-paris-agreement/ (visited 5 June 2017).


been that the President speaks for the US in foreign affairs and thus can withdraw from agreements. Under US law the President has the authority to withdraw from an international executive agreement made by the President (such as the Paris Agreement and many other international accords), without needing assent from the Congress. There is more debate over whether the President can also withdraw from a treaty that was ratified by the Senate (such as the UN FCCC). Some point to the analogy that the President appoints senior federal officials with advice and consent from the Senate, but the President can later remove (fire) those officers without needing Senate approval. Occasionally a President’s withdrawal from a treaty has been met with litigation, such as lawsuits challenging President Carter’s withdrawal from the US Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of China on Taiwan in 1979, and President George W. Bush’s withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with Russia in 2001. But so far the courts have declined to rule on such cases, deeming the issue to be a political question that is not for the courts to decide, and thus in effect allowing the President to withdraw. The President cannot withdraw unilaterally from Congressional legislation enacted to adopt an international agreement – that would require an act of Congress to amend the prior legislation.

Meanwhile, two other international accords relating to climate change were agreed in October 2016: the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) accord to limit greenhouse gas emissions from commercial aviation, and the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol to phase down HFCs by 80% over the next 30 years (now open for ratification in 2017). These agreements enjoyed significant support from the industries involved. It is not yet clear what actions the Trump administration may take regarding these agreements.

2. US domestic climate policies

The US NDC submitted in 2016 pledged to reduce US greenhouse gas emissions by 26 to 28% below the 2005 level by 2025. The Obama administration adopted several policies to reduce US greenhouse gas emissions.
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On 23 October 2015, the Obama administration EPA issued the “Clean Power Plan” (CPP), a final rule pursuant to the Clean Air Act, section 111, to reduce future emissions of greenhouse gases from the electric power sector. In its regulatory impact assessment (RIA) of the CPP Final Rule in 2015, EPA estimated that by 2030 the CPP would yield emissions reductions of more than 410 million short tons of CO2 per year, with benefits (including both climate and air pollution health benefits) ranging from $32-$54 billion per year and costs ranging from $5.1-$8.4 billion per year. The CPP represents a major component of the US NDC.

On 28 March 2017, the Trump administration issued Executive Order 13783, instructing EPA to undertake a review of the CPP. EPA has begun this review by issuing several memoranda, including an announcement on 4 April 2017 that EPA is reviewing the CPP to determine whether suspension, revision or rescission is appropriate, and an action on 3 April 2017 to withdraw the associated proposed rules on federal implementation plans and model trading rules that EPA had published simultaneous with the CPP final rule on 23 October 2015. As of 24 May 2017, EPA had not yet announced a proposal to revise or rescind the CPP. (The Trump administration EPA has also announced reviews of past EPA rules on greenhouse gas emissions from motor vehicles – automobiles and trucks.)

Meanwhile, the CPP remains a final rule. It is not yet in effect, because, while it was being challenged in the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (known as the “DC Circuit”), the US
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30 See Jeffery B. Greenblatt and Max Wei, “Assessment of the climate commitments and additional mitigation policies of the United States,” Nature Climate Change (online 26 September 2016), DOI: 10.1038/NCLIMATE3125, www.nature.com/natureclimatechange (finding that the CPP would be the largest single contributor among current policies to US emissions reductions, though also finding that additional policies would be needed to achieve the NDC’s goal of 26-28% reduction in overall US emissions below 2005 levels by 2050).
Supreme Court on 9 February 2016\(^{35}\) issued a “stay”\(^{36}\) of the CPP (an unusual order, suspending the rule until the litigation is concluded). Nevertheless, because it is a final rule, the CPP cannot just be withdrawn by EPA. The CPP could be rescinded or revised by EPA if the DC Circuit (or later the Supreme Court) orders or authorizes such a step, such as if the court strikes down (“vacates”) the CPP rule as in violation of law, or if the court sends back (“remands”) the CPP to the EPA to revise the rule. In the pending litigation challenging the CPP, oral arguments were held on 27 September 2016 before the DC Circuit, and a decision from the DC Circuit is potentially forthcoming at any time. But the Trump administration EPA has temporarily delayed the litigation by asking the DC Circuit court to hold the case “in abeyance”\(^{37}\) for 60 days (which the court agreed to do on 28 April 2017). It is also possible that the DC Circuit could decide to remand the CPP to EPA, without rendering a decision on the merits of the legality of the CPP.

If the courts do not vacate or remand the CPP, but rather uphold it, then it is possible that EPA could undertake a new rulemaking to rescind the prior final rule. This path would take some time, perhaps years, to go through the administrative procedures for proposal, notice, regulatory impact assessment, public comment, preparation and promulgation of the final rule. Then it is likely that this new rule rescinding the CPP would itself be challenged in court by environmental advocacy groups. Past decisions by the US Supreme Court require an agency to give good reasons to change or rescind a prior rule, or else the change is “arbitrary” in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). In the pivotal State Farm case,\(^{38}\) the Supreme Court rejected the new Reagan administration’s Department of Transportation attempt to rescind the rule on airbags in cars that had been promulgated under the preceding Carter administration. A Trump administration EPA attempt to rescind the Obama administration’s CPP could be reminiscent of the State Farm case. Two more recent cases, on changes to the rules for indecency on broadcast television, underscored the agency’s obligation to give good reasons for its policy change: in FCC v. Fox,\(^{39}\) the George W. Bush administration’s Federal Communications Commission (FCC) changed the rule on fleeting expletive words on television, and the Supreme Court held that this change was not arbitrary, though emphasizing that an agency must give good reasons for such a change; and then in FCC v. CBS,\(^{40}\) the US Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit considered the FCC policy on fleeting images of nudity on
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\(^{39}\) FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc. 556 U.S. 502 (2009), [https://www.oyez.org/cases/2008/07-582](https://www.oyez.org/cases/2008/07-582) (visited 23 May 2017). The Court voted 5-4 to uphold the FCC policy change as not arbitrary, including Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion emphasizing the agency’s obligation to give good reasons for a change. Justice Breyer dissented, joined by three others, on the view that the agency’s reasons were inadequate to justify its change.

television (applied to Justin Timberlake and Janet Jackson’s “wardrobe malfunction” during the Super Bowl halftime show), holding that the agency policy change was arbitrary for not having adequately explained its reasons (the Supreme Court then declined to hear the FCC’s appeal, leaving the Third Circuit decision in place).

A key question is which kinds of reasons the courts will deem good or sufficient reasons for an agency to change a past rule. Does the election itself count? In its 4 April 2017 announcement of its reconsideration of the CPP, the Trump administration EPA argued that the 2016 presidential election gives it the authority to change the rule, saying:

“such a revised decision need not be based upon a change of facts or circumstances. Rather, a revised rulemaking based ‘on a reevaluation of which policy would be better in light of the facts’ is ‘well within an agency’s discretion,’ and ‘[a] change in administration brought about by the people casting their votes is a perfectly reasonable basis for an executive agency’s reappraisal of the costs and benefits of its programs and regulations.’ National Ass'n of Home Builders v. EPA, 682 F.3d 1032, 1038 & 1043 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (citing Fox, 556 U.S. at 514-15; quoting State Farm, 463 U.S. at 59 (Rehnquist, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part)).”

Yet this quoted text refers to the agency undertaking a “reappraisal of the costs and benefits of its programs and regulations,” which could be more than just citing the election result—the courts could require the agency to comment on those costs and benefits (which were assessed in the RIA for the CPP, as noted above), and to conduct a new RIA of the new proposed change to the rule and its costs and benefits (presumably also required under Executive Order 12866). The courts may hold that the kinds of reasons required under the State Farm and FCC decisions must go beyond the election result alone, to address the substantive merits of a policy change. Judges will navigate a stance that is both deferential to the greater expertise and political accountability of executive branch agencies, and yet vigilant to guard against poorly explained or inadequately reasoned shifts in rules. If courts apply the same test to rule changes heading in any policy direction, by any administration, then a stringent (or deferential) judicial review of a rule change to the CPP by the Trump EPA would also mean that the same stringent (or deferential) judicial review would later be applied to the next administration’s effort to reverse the Trump administration rule.

Even if the CPP were rescinded, EPA would still have an obligation to regulate greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act, under the Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v. EPA (2007), the EPA “endangerment finding” (2009), and the Supreme Court’s subsequent reaffirmation in Connecticut v. American Electric Power (2011). Perhaps EPA would regulate under a different
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provision of the Clean Air Act (other than section 111), such as section 109 (national ambient air quality standards), 115 (international air pollution) or 615 (protection of the stratosphere). Each of these provisions poses its own challenges for regulating greenhouse gases. It is possible that the Trump administration EPA could go further and seek to revoke the “endangerment finding,” as an effort to curtail all climate regulation under the Clean Air Act, but that would probably be highly controversial and would invite litigation over whether EPA was violating doctrines of policy change and reliance on the “best science.”

The Obama administration had also issued rules on methane emissions from oil and gas operations. The Trump administration has announced its intent to withdraw some of these proposed rules, including an EPA request for reporting data from oil and gas drillers which the Trump administration EPA has withdrawn. An effort in Congress (under a special law called the Congressional Review Act) to block the Obama administration’s Department of Interior (DOI) methane rule, restricting methane venting from wells on federal lands, did not go through—three Republican Senators joined the Democrats to vote against this measure, so it failed in Congress, and thus the Obama DOI methane rule remains in effect. The Trump administration DOI could now propose a rulemaking to rescind the Obama DOI methane rule, but that would take some time, and could then be challenged in court by environmental groups under the State Farm and FCC doctrines discussed above.

Other statutes also address climate change. DOI administers the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and has listed some species such as polar bears as threatened by climate change, though it is unclear how far the ESA can be used to regulate the sources of climate change. The Department of Energy (DOE) issues energy efficiency standards under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA). The Clean Water Act (CWA) or other statutes might be invoked to address warming and acidification of waters due to rising CO2 concentrations. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal agencies to produce environmental impact statements disclosing the significant impacts of their major actions, including projects funded by federal agencies. These and other laws and agencies—perhaps some yet to be recognized—may also address climate change.

Another flashpoint may be the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC), used in agency policy analyses (cost-benefit analyses of agency regulatory impacts, and environmental impact assessments of agency projects) to quantify and monetize the value of (avoiding) CO2 emissions. After a court in 2008 rejected an agency’s choice not to estimate the SCC, the Obama administration convened a government-wide Interagency Working Group (IWG) which produced estimates of the SCC. But the Trump administration disavowed and disbanded the IWG in Executive Order 13783. Still, EO 13783 leaves to each federal agency the possibility of coming up with the agency’s own SCC, so long
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as the agency follows the guidance in OMB Circular A-4 (issued in 2003)\(^49\) on the methods of cost-benefit analysis (e.g. regarding the discount rate, and the global/domestic scope of impacts). It remains to be seen whether federal agencies will now recalculate the SCC – perhaps with a higher discount rate, although Circular A-4 allows a 3% discount rate or even lower for very long-term impacts; perhaps focusing on domestic rather than global impacts, although Circular A-4 allows both as long as they are reported separately; or following new recommendations from the National Academy of Sciences. If federal agencies abandon the SCC, that move may be met with new court orders to resume using it, at least where other impacts are being quantified and monetized.

In addition, Executive Order 13771 (issued on 30 January 2017)\(^50\) calls for the cost of each significant new regulation to be offset by reducing the (same) costs of 2 or more existing regulations. OMB/OIRA has issued guidance on implementing this order (5 April 2017).\(^51\) If new climate policies are to be adopted by regulation in the future, and if EO 13771 remains in effect, these new climate regulations could impose costs that would require offsets via revision or rescission of other past regulations. But it remains to be seen how this system will be put into operation; it raises difficult issues including how to measure costs, whether and how to recognize benefits, and how to match the timing of offsets with the adoption of new regulations.\(^52\) A new President could rescind or revise EO 13771 (or any Executive Order).

3. Possible policy futures

All of these policies are still in flux. Many potential policy changes face political controversy. Many are already or could be challenged in court, as discussed above. Administrative agency policy changes will take time.

Further, it is uncertain what effect new policy changes would have on US emissions. The future of US emissions will depend not only on federal administrative actions such as the CPP or alternatives to it, but also on moves by the Congress, courts, states, businesses, and households, including implications for overall energy demand and the relative prices of competing energy sources (such as coal, gas, nuclear, wind and solar).\(^53\)


\(^53\) As discussed above, EPA estimated large net benefits from the CPP, and studies such as Greenblatt & Wei, supra note 30, found the CPP to be a major component of the US NDC (though also finding that additional policies would be needed to achieve the US NDC’s goal of 26-28% reduction in US emissions below 2005 levels by 2025). A recent estimate, making assumptions about which US policies the Trump administration will eventually change,
Even if the US federal government relaxes its climate policies, US subnational policies on greenhouse gases, such as by the state governments in California and the RGGI group of northeastern states, remain in effect.\footnote{54} Additional state policies could be launched.\footnote{55} And many US cities have adopted climate policies. After Trump’s announced intent to withdraw from the Paris Agreement, former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg announced that several states, cities and businesses will attempt to submit their own pledge to limit emissions to the Paris Agreement.\footnote{56} This trend could mobilize an array of subnational policies that limits emissions, spurs experimentation, and offers insights into best policy designs; but it could also create a patchwork that is costly, incompatible or difficult to link, and only partially effective in reducing overall national emissions.\footnote{57}

Beyond policy changes that may be made by the Trump administration, another path may be through new legislative action in Congress. For example, rather than attempting to rescind EPA’s CPP and other climate rules through agency rulemakings (which take years and may be challenged in court), perhaps Congress could enact a new law on climate, amending or supplanting the Clean Air Act. Indeed, before the Obama administration promulgated the CPP, there had been a long effort to enact climate legislation in Congress, which ended when the Waxman-Markey cap and trade bill passed the House in 2009 but failed to reach a vote in the Senate in 2010. Today, with the CPP promulgated (but stayed during pending litigation), it is conceivable that Congress could try to enact a law that blocks specific EPA rules – or that goes further to remove greenhouse gases from the Clean Air Act. Such a statutory amendment removing greenhouse gases from the Clean Air Act would probably face intense controversy and a major battle in Congress.

One avenue to try to build bipartisan support for action in Congress might be to make such a legislative change to the Clean Air Act part of a deal: removing EPA regulation of greenhouse gas emissions, but also simultaneously imposing instead a new carbon tax (as recently advocated by several eminent Republican leaders). The debate over such a deal would include questions about the level of the tax (its stringency), how it might be adjusted in the future (upward or downward, and by whom), its scope of coverage of greenhouse gases and sectors (such as carbon dioxide and methane, from energy, transportation, agriculture, land use), and its effect on the federal budget (such as raising revenues, or reducing other taxes).

If Congress were to enact a new law that removes greenhouse gases from the Clean Air Act, that statutory change could also re-open opportunities for litigation against greenhouse gas emitters (e.g. electric power companies burning coal, or natural gas companies releasing methane). Such claims had been precluded as conflicting with EPA authority to regulate under the Clean Air act, in the Supreme Court’s decision in Connecticut v. American Electric Power, but they could be revived if the Clean Air Act no longer covered greenhouse gases. (To be sure, Congress could, in principle, expressly preempt such lawsuits in a statute amending the Clean Air Act.)

Meanwhile, other litigation is pending to use the “public trust” doctrine to press the US government to regulate greenhouse gas emissions, notably the Juliana v. US case, which survived motions to dismiss in the US District Court in Oregon in November 2016. Such litigation faces a long road and numerous potential obstacles – including the difficulty of persuading US courts to order executive branch officials to undertake specific policy measures – but might eventually nudge or impel government action.
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Internationally, the Trump administration’s actions may affect US relations with China, Europe and others that reshape global climate policy. As noted above, Trump’s announced exit from the Paris Agreement will not take effect until 4 November 2020 at the earliest, and perhaps the US will find some way during that time to agree to remain a member, or will seek to renegotiate some terms. Other countries may respond to Trump’s announced intention to withdraw from the Paris Agreement by also relaxing their own climate policies, or perhaps by advancing their efforts to forge clean energy coalitions in the absence of the US.66 China may seize global leadership from the US on climate and clean energy, both domestically and in its international investments, although it too faces domestic economic and political challenges to shifting from coal to wind and solar.67 Some countries might threaten to impose trade sanctions (such as border carbon tariffs) on imports from the US; such measures may be restrained by fears of retaliation, but if not, might lead to costly trade conflicts.

Climate change policy evolves in a complex web of multiple actors, institutions, and options.68 Within the US, multiple actors contend to influence policies in institutions at several scales and across several branches of government. Both making and unmaking policies confront this complex terrain. The future of climate policy is not determined by a single actor. Analysts and activists may imagine optimal climate policy being made by a single benevolent decision maker, but the reality is that climate policy – for better or worse, and both internationally and domestically – involves actions by multiple decision makers with diverse instruments and interests.69 This reality presents both a challenge and, at times, an opportunity.